WiRES – Women in Renewable Energy Sector
Third partners meeting
Karlsruhe, 27-28 May 2010
Akademie Hotel, Am Rüppurrer Schloß 40, 76199 Karlsruhe, Germany
Participants:
•
•
•
•
•

Emil Rogov (UPEE);
Emilia Markova (CITUB);
Rossu Balazs (University of Szeged);
Lisa Rustico (Adapt);
Selma Terzimehic (Adapt).

Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post – workshop thematic dossier
Final report
Updated case studies’ template
Final conference
Project development: workload sharing and timetable

1. Post – workshop thematic dossier
Each partner agreed to contribute to the Dossier, which will follow
the workshop with an article summarizing their presentations at the
workshop, by 11th June 2010 following the editing guidelines Adapt
would provide.
• The partners agreed on the following draft dossier outline:
1. Arshad Rab (ETECH), Editorial (human capital) ?
2. Balazs Rossu (SZEGED), Supranational legal issues
3. Selma Terzimehic (ADAPT), Women in wind
4. Emil Rogov (UPEE), Women in renewables in Bulgaria
5. Lisa Rustico (ADAPT), Jobs in renewables. Any chance for
women?
6. Liliana Ocmin (CISL), speech
7. CISL newspaper’s article
8. Workshop flyer
9. ?
•
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2. Final report
•

•
•

•
•

The partners have modified the draft index of the final report
agreeing that:
o UPEE will integrate the first chapter of the final report
with data on employment in Biomass sector at the
European level (ADAPT will deliver the first Chapter to
the partners).
o Szeged University will cover the chapter on social
dialogue in Europe (greening social dialogue, for equal
opportunities; collective agreements in renewables? Mr.
Rossu and Ms. Rustico will further keep in touch to
define exactly the extent of Szeged’s research).
Contributions to the final report will be provided by 16th July
2010.
Each partner will work on a specific case study, as previously
agreed: both UPEE and Szeged stated they are in touch with a
number of companies in biomass sector and therefore their case
study will regard biomass (consequently, the final report index
has been modified).
Partners agreed on case studies’ methodology basically
consisting on interview and consultation
The representative of the Faculty of Law from Szeged, Mr.
Balasz Rossu is available to be contacted and contribute to the
part related to social dialogue in renewable energy sector.

3. Case studies’ template
•
•

•

The partners accorded to work on the case studies selected at
the company level, yet always focussing on social dialogue;
Hungarian and Bulgarian partners confirmed the decision to
work on a case study concerning the biomasses, while Italian
partners’ case study will probably concern a company
operating in all technologies for renewables (hydro, biomass,
geothermal, wind and solar), analyzing how gender issues
were taken care of, at the moment of the creation of the
company and how social dialogue contributed to enhance
female workers opportunities in the company.
The case studies should be delivered by the 16th July.
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4. Final conference
•

•

The partners accorded on the draft agenda of the final
conference that will be organized in November 2010 in
Bruxelles. The suggested date is 16th of November, still to be
verified.
The partners will invite social partners from own countries
and other European representatives to the final conference.

5. Project development: workload sharing and timetable
•

•
•

The partners discussed the programme for the next workshop that
will take place in Milan, Italy. The Workshop will be organised by
the Adapt and the suggested date (still to be verified) is 16th July
2010.
The University of Szeged is available to give their substaintial
contribution, as the workshop will focus on legal issues and the role
of social dialogue.
The partners accorded the next Conference call – online meeting on
Monday, 14th June 2010 at 10.00 am.
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